EXTERNAL
MPPT
INSTALL INSTRUCTIONS
**STEP 1**

Mount your Victron MPPT near your Yeti Tank or external 12V lead-acid battery. The MPPT to Tank cable is only 6' long, so you will need to mount the MPPT within a 6’ radius of your last Tank.

**STEP 2**

Connect the two cables as shown in the picture.

a. Connect the MPPT to Tank cable to the “Battery” Terminals of the Victron MPPT with the red end positive (+) and the black end negative (-).

b. Connect the MPPT to Solar cable to the “PV” Terminals of the Victron MPPT with the red end positive (+) and the black end negative (-).

**STEP 3**

Connect the battery cable from your Victron MPPT to your Lead-Acid battery. This will allow power to flow to the MPPT.

**STEP 4**

Connect your solar panels to the MPPT using the MPPT to Solar cable.

If you have any additional questions about this installation please reach out to our solutions center representatives at 1-888-794-6250 or email us at support@goalzero.com.

*Please note this system is programmed and designed to be used with Goal Zero Tank Batteries and Goal Zero solar panels. Using different batteries or solar panels is not advised and could result in serious injury.*